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ABSTRACT 

This paper is a contribution to the currently ongoing discussions and broad variety of prototype developments for web-
enabled systems having a strong focus on collaboration issues and embedding knowledge management in the set of their 
functionalities. A wide range of approaches exist in pursuing this goal. In the sequel we present our view on essential 
building blocks of web-enabled knowledge management systems. We will use a people-centric approach based on an 
infrastructure for contextual collaboration. This infrastructure provides the necessary tools to creatively and efficiently 
communicate and collaborate in a process driven organizational environment, and it enables people to enact the results. 
The guideline for this paper is to use the ‘k-pool’ model and system as a point of reference. K-pool is a versatile 
knowledge management system which has been developed in the author’s team over the last 10 years. The goal of k-pool 
is to provide an integrated and open environment for information gathering, contextualization, communication, 
collaboration, and information dissemination. K-pool comprises modules for document and content management, 
workflow processing, a granular access structure from intranet to internet, a rich and flexible taxonomy, and a variety of 
surfaces/viewers supporting ‘knowledge workers’ by visualization of content semantics (e.g. hyperbolic tree, topic maps, 
process roadmaps). 
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1. Introduction 
 

Information technology (IT) has contributed a multiplicity of concepts in helping people and organizations 
to cope with complex and dynamic internal and external environments. Currently, systems for Knowledge 
Management (KM) have become a focal point. The current KM wave is to be considered as just another 
cycle in the long history of computer-based concepts bringing (human) reasoning in the foreground.  This is 
opposed to the role of computers as a means of powerful data and transaction processing in the mass 
environments of e-business, with system running automatically. In general it is neither trivial nor a process 
suited for automation to put the result of human based or computerized intelligent reasoning into practical 
operation within an organization. KM deals with the challenges to transform detailed intelligence pieces of 
individuals into community knowledge. By doing so, the effectiveness and smoothness of communication, 
collaboration and coordination amongst people within and outside a community or organization, becomes a 
key issue.  

In this paper we will concentrate on the collaborative point of view. Thereby, we address the various sets 
of tools on top of appropriate IT-layers supporting people to discover, systematically collect, organize, 
connect, share, and apply intelligence within a knowledgeable community. Our approach is ‘contextual 
collaboration’ [Mahowald 2001]. This term is pointing out the necessity of setting up an essentially flexible 
IT-environment which provides people with versatile tool sets well-suited to adapt to the ever changing 
specifics of circumstances in an endless stream of functional demands in a cross-platform IT-world. A term 
often used in this line of reasoning is the ‘knowledge accident’, happening at the water coolers in the (real 
and not virtual) hallways of an organization. This notion suggests that in addition to setting up automated 
computer-based KM machinery it is essential to overall improve the chances of people to directly 
communicate to each other. Thus, IT has to be used to progress the density of formal and especially informal 
communication networks within an organization. 



In this paper we will use a pragmatic approach and present our main ideas by outlining core building 
blocks of architecture, concepts, functionalities and tools of the ‘knowledge pool’ system (i.e. ‘k-pool’). K-
pool is an integrated man-machine environment for community driven KM which has evolved over the past 
ten years at the Groupware Competence Center (GCC) of the University of Paderborn. On the application 
side, the k-pool system is the backbone KM infrastructure for teaching, research, project management, and 
technology transfer at GCC. On the software development side, the k-pool prototype system in its current 
state is integrated with the code stream of a commercial product line which is maintained together with a 
partner from business. K-pool has been developed using IBM’s Lotus product line, especially the 
Notes/Domino middleware system. On the research side, some facets and detail concepts of k-pool have been 
presented on international conferences in recent years. Especially, this holds for more complex embedded 
sub-systems like the workflow modelling part and the process runtime engine in organizational cross 
boundary environments [Zhang 2001, Huth et al. 2001, Riempp 1998], and the visualization tools and topic 
maps supporting users’ cognitive processes [Stuart et al. 1999, Hendee 1997]. In this paper we will focus on 
how the main building blocks of the k-pool system are brought together in a comprehensive operational web-
embedded environment for KM in the context of a virtual community. 
 
2. General K-Pool Building Blocks 
 

The goal of k-pool is to provide an integrated and open environment for information gathering, 
contextualization, communication, collaboration, and information dissemination set up for the specific KM-
purpose of the virtual community, or, organizational unit respectively, using k-pool. K-pool is based on two 
essentials. One is a user model of contextual collaboration supporting the communication and coordination 
needs of people in a virtual community, dispersed over various workplaces and task assignments, 
independent from space and/or time. The second is a system environment providing a rich tool set and 
distributed knowledge repository. This environment is flexible enough to enable a wide range of functional 
requirements in a cross-platform world spanning intranet and internet. 

The scope of k-pool usage comprises community members with closer operative ties (e.g. within an 
organization, in an intranet environment) as well as members more on the edge of the community (e.g. 
outside of the boundaries of the organization, over the internet). Outsiders may have a closer relation to the 
core of the community transactions necessitating user authentication as well as mechanisms for privacy 
management and security (extranet context). Or, outside users with anonymous status are to be considered; 
this may comprise people or automated web-agents harvesting k-pool content (e.g. bots, spiders, crawlers). 

The user roles of the intranet users encompass people looking for information bound in context (readers), 
information contributors (authors), people doing redaction work (editors), people planning and supervising 
the process structure and workflows (content administrators), people servicing the technological 
infrastructure (system administrators, developers). Redaction work on knowledge objects (for specifics see 
chapter 3) in k-pool includes, amongst others, text editing, maintaining style guides, filling in data, 
completing graphics, maintaining links, proving formal consistency and content correctness of the meta data 
set circumscribing the knowledge objects (e.g. themes, keywords, categories, link chains for web-walks, or 
topic maps). The editor role can be assigned to people as well as software agents. External users in extranet 
and internet territories assume roles on a restricted range of functionalities offered to readers and contributors 
in the intranet space. Roles and their related functions are not assigned statically. They are granted and may 
vary with context. For instance, a graphical designer might have been assigned the ‘editor’ role in a next 
workflow step to complete a graphic within a knowledge object; but, the underlying workflow engine 
guarantees that he or she looses ‘editor’ access right upon finishing the editing task and moving forward the 
knowledge object to the next agent in the community. The entirety of user roles, access rights, ever changing 
dynamics of process based ‘next agent’ status, community mappings, etc. is managed within k-pool’s 
workflow and organization modeling components. 

Given these building blocks the k-pool web-intelligence properties are to be positioned as follows. K-pool 
offers rich contextualized content to the web. This content is continually created and maintained by the 
virtual community operating k-pool for their specific knowledge management goals and content areas. For 
this purpose many standard ‘surfaces’ are generated which render meta information of embedded content and 
offer access corridors to k-pool based information. These surfaces comprise formats such as tabular 
information areas (mostly automatically generated with the Lotus Notes/Domino view engine), interactive 



linear browsing interfaces presenting especially the meta tags associated to the underlying content, a variety 
of visualization interfaces based on visual metaphors supporting cognitive processes (“k-structures” in our 
nomenclature, e.g. based on hyperbolic tree interfaces, or topic maps), or workflow views representing the 
process state of k-pool. In addition to these standard interfaces there is the highly individual and multimedia 
supporting interface used to represent the (final) content contained in k-pool documents. These different 
‘surfaces’ of k-pool complement each other. The tabular interface offers comprehensive and ample textual 
information suited for automatic mass text parsing, e.g. with spiders. The k-structure surface is adapted to 
individual user interaction where the user is in an exploratory mode. The linear search interface supports 
finding and accessing content areas the users being in a lexicographic parsing mode. The style finally, how 
the content is embedded in the document containers, is format free. Taking all these aspects together, k-pool 
offers content in a variety of contextualized surfaces. The semantics and formal structures rendered on these 
surfaces and offered to the community members or outsiders alike reflect as many aspects of the embedded 
knowledge as the community working with k-pool intends to show at a given date to a specific target group. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Example of a Hyperbolic-Tree ‘surface’ in k-pool 

 
Fig. 1 shows an example of a k-pool surface rendered as a hyperbolic tree. This interface supports 

hierarchical browsing in a specific content domain of k-pool. The content domain can be defined in several 
ways. For more static k-structures this can be done manually, supported by appropriate tools. For dynamic k-
structures filtering agents are used. The underlying open data model of k-pool allows in principle to 
implement whatever automatic content parsing methods are suitable. 
 
3. Content in K-Objects  

 
The k-pool content is bound to documents (“k-objects”) as the molecules in the granular resolution of k-

pool. A document including meta data and content defines a k-object. The documents are designed on basis 
of the Lotus Notes/Domino semi-structured document container model. Consequently, a k-object is built up 
by fields and created by using a form. The document fields define the atoms in the granular resolution of k-
pool. Creation and editing of a k-object is possible from the intranet side with the Notes client’s native editor. 
In extranet and internet space community members can use editing tools within a web-browser, the HTML 
protocol served by the Lotus Domino HTML-backend infrastructure. 

The document is stored as an object. Due to the specific flexibility of the Lotus Notes database concepts 
the structure of the meta-model defining a k-object can be modified whenever necessary during the lifecycle 
of a k-pool based application. Lotus Notes provides a rich authoring environment based on its native editor. 
The Lotus Notes native object model is open to import data from external sources, as well as to export to 
external repositories, e.g. using standard formats like XML or SOAP. These data and object connections can 
be used in a static manner (e.g. import on creation) or dynamically (e.g. maintaining link lists, lookup updates 
in external data sources, periodic export of fields performed by a workflow agent). 

The data format of the k-object has been designed to leverage a variety of usage demands. For example, k-
pool can be employed to generate and maintain a classical bibliography; you would have one document per 
author and fill in the associated fields as usual. On the other hand, a k-object can be used to render 



multimedia content in flexible presentation formats; here you would load pre-designed and customized 
templates out of k-pool’s settings database into a rich-text container of the respective k-object and fill in the 
multimedia content (e.g. image, sound, video) accordingly. If k-pool is employed for teaching and learning 
purposes you might want to refer to a k-object as ‘learning nugget’ or ‘asset’. A k-object is an appropriate 
container for learning material of all kinds. It allows any content granularity the teaching facilitator needs, 
e.g. from a whole textbook laid out in one k-object to highly modular interactive and multimedia-based 
learning steps where the content of each step is posted in a separate k-object. Due to the underlying 
categorization concepts, the embedment of learning nuggets in the k-pool infrastructure allows many ways to 
build up training courses based on learning objects being re-usable in several different training curricula. In 
addition, k-pool provides the necessary mechanisms to systematically activate learning nuggets in the 
dynamic context of learning processes, e.g. following concepts like ‘progressive mastery learning’ [Finke 
2000]. 

Fig. 2 shows an example of a k-object. The practical use is to serve as a shared roadmap and protocol for 
one community member taking part in a conference. The document is rendered in intranet reading mode 
based on the Lotus Notes client. The document header (1) summarizes the content type (“conference 
material”) and bibliographical descriptors. The customizable section (2) contains the detailed document 
description due to the current policy of the using organization. Sub-container (3) has been loaded as a 
variable, pre-fabricated table-object out of the k-pool settings environment and functions as standard format 
for protocol entries (“Protocol Template”). Area (4) - embedded in the protocol sub-container - houses 
clickable images connecting to a gallery of photos taken during the conference.  

 

 
Fig. 2: Example of knowledge object (k-object) 

 
Area (5) is a link roadmap to material related to the coverage of the conference. The links are strictly 

rendered due to access rights. Thus, they vary with member roles. As an example: the creator of the 
document might include links to his travel plans, hotel details, travel expenses, etc.. Only fellow community 
members with appropriate access rights can follow the links. Hide mechanism will not render links to the 
web where the link target is out of the access scope of the web user. Section (6) includes the URL of the k-
object; e.g. this can be used if a reader wants to include the reference to the k-object in mail. 

 
4. K-pool Multidimensional Taxonomy 

 
For the meta tags describing and categorizing a k-object we use a multidimensional taxonomy. A first 

dimension is the THEME space. This is a flexible and open categorization scheme used in the creation phase 
of new k-objects. The THEME space reflects the most used words of the common vocabulary shared by the 
community maintaining the k-pool. Examples for themes are: J2EE | IBM\Websphere | Lotus\Notes 6 | 
Mathiessen, Peter | Greif, Irene | Office\Paperless. Due to the Lotus Notes categorization scheme THEMEs 
can be hierarchically organized (use backslash) and have multi-categorization properties. Thus, following the 
example, a k-object can be assigned simultaneously to the J2EE and IBM\Websphere THEME categories. A 



second dimension is defined by the KEYWORD space. Keywords are maintained in classes. We use the 
classes THINGS, PEOPLE, ORGANIZATION, PLACES, TIME, and LABEL. The descriptors speak for 
themselves. KEYWORD classes can be defined freely according to the application environment. 
Bookkeeping and synonym management of the keywords is administered by a glossary database and 
synchronization engine tied into the keyword data model. The glossary engine supports a multilingual 
environment. Thus, you can set up the keyword based browsing interface and search in such a way that e.g. 
picking out “zhineng” in the THINGS keyword space within a view set up for Chinese language finally 
collects a set of k-objects being assigned the keyword “intelligence” in the English speaking content 
administration. The editor interface supports flexible administration of keywords for collections of k-objects.  

Fig. 3 gives an example for the use of the THEME and KEYWORD dimension. K-objects are cross-
referenced in a view which shows a row by row collection of k-objects to the THEME “J2EE” vs. “.NET” 
rendered in a web-browser interface. Only k-objects are shown which simultaneously are tagged by the 
THEME “J2EE” and “.NET”. In this interface, users are assumed to be in an exploring mode. The graphical 
thumbnail presentation pulled out of the underlying k-objects in the specific row gives some visual hints to 
the content. In column area (1) we find the title assigned to a k-object, the THEME(s) and object TYPE (e.g. 
conference material, book, etc.). In column area (2) all KEYWORDs attributed to the k-object are listed, 
separated according to their assignment to a KEYWORD class. All THEME and KEYWORD entries are 
clickable and support navigation to respective target views. These views offer a new k-object collection 
according to the selected (i.e. clicked) THEME or KEYWORD (or k-object TYPE respectively). 

A third dimension of the meta tags is the K-STRUCTURE space. This dimension is used for example to 
generate specific mental models, perceptional spaces, hierarchical (sub-) structures, or simply bookmark 
individual collections of k-objects. Fig. 1 denotes an example for a hierarchical K-STRUCTURE rendered as 
hyperbolic tree. Fig. 3 implies a simple K-STRUCTURE defined by selecting THEMEs “J2EE” and “.NET”. 
This collection of documents is used as presentation and discussion material in a workshop devoted to 
discussing the pros and cons in a J2EE and .NET comparison. The workshop material is embedded in a k-
object containing a ‘tabbed’ table for defining the agenda, the list of participants of the workshop, etc.. 
 

 
Fig. 3: k-objects cross-referenced in the THEME and KEYWORD dimension 

 
This is shown in part (3) of fig. 3. The tab opened contains the embedded view described above. 

Technically speaking fig. 3 shows a table in a Lotus Notes document where a view is embedded in cell 
“Discussion .NET vs. J2EE”. The view is categorized by the k-Structure ‘select all documents with J2EE and 
.NET THEME entries’. This collection can be made static (to provide a workshop archive and protocol) or 
dynamic (to have an efficient lookup for the current state of available J2EE and .NET documents). The whole 
k-object is movable. When it is sent to another community member by mail the references to the k-pool 
embedment are maintained (without any further provision, this works only within a Lotus Notes/Domino 
based mailing environment).  

Other options of content mapping using K-STRUCTURES are topic maps [Smolnik 2002, Smolnik 
2003]. Visualization is accomplished with the k-Viewer module. K-viewer provides several functionalities to 
reduce complexity of the actual visualization. Particularly, different graph layout algorithms are 



implemented, which offer diverse layout styles like organic, hierarchic, orthogonal, or circular (example in 
fig. 4). K-pool supports mappings to metadata standards IEEE-LOM and Dublin Core. 
 
5. Process Enacting 
 

Many of today's organizations already maintain a solid integration of Workflow Management Systems 
(WFMS) in their IT-Infrastructure. The WFMSs are often only used to support the core processes of the 
organization. Furthermore, these predefined processes are designed and implemented by specialists. They 
rarely directly access the process knowledge of the people involved in value-add knowledge oriented tasks of 
the respective community (often referred to as ‘knowledge worker’). On the other hand, the everyday 
business life, especially in office environments, often additionally requires flexible, rather short lived 
processes (ad hoc workflows), that can only be predetermined in advance to some degree. As more as 
members on the edge of a virtual community are involved as more likely they will be networked using loose 
process structures like ad how workflows provide.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4: Interrelated k-objects rendered by k-viewer in ‘organic’ style 
 
In k-pool we use an embedded WFMS supporting the whole range of ad-hoc workflows to predefined 

workflows for supporting a flexible variety of process interactions between community members. The ad-hoc 
model is basically used for content centered communication: k-objects are put in a workflow where the 
participants engage in discussion, and create or refine the content. The predefined workflows are e.g. used for 
redaction processes. A content contribution submitted from the internet or specific user groups is 
automatically transferred into the context of an editing process and handed over to the responsible agent.  

Fig. 5, leftmost screen, reflects an example of an ad hoc project. The project comprises a joint editing 
project of several authors co-authoring a paper working in a simple sequential fashion. The technology used 
in k-pool is based on the GroupProcess model [Huth 2001]. In the left pane we find the process window 
visualizing the sequence of people working on specific tasks of the whole project. The right pane is a picker 
window where in the sequel of the process the next performer can be picked and positioned in the process 
window accordingly. The graph represents the project status after it is finished. The whole editing process 
has started with the task and community member denoted in the upper leftmost node in the left pane. It has 
been finished with the task associated to the node in the lower rightmost part of the left pane. In between, the 
paper was moved from one community member to the next in eleven steps. In the duration of the process the 
graph was populated one step after another by picking the next performer in the window on the right hand 
side and positioning the associated thumbnail in the left window as next agent. GroupProcess uses a Java 
object connected to the associated k-object. The Java object takes care of the mechanisms necessary to move 
the k-object from one agent to the next. In a mail environment the redaction process of fig. 5 would have 
been accomplished within the typical messaging infrastructure of mail reply/reply threads lacking structure 
and context. The concept presented in fig. 5 allows a view on one specific process within k-pool. When the 



process is not as simple as this sequential example it has the potential to reflect a high degree of process 
knowledge in the organization where task assignments might have been performed in parallel, or loops occur. 

Closely associated with this graphical representation for one process is the complementary view of all 
processes being in work within k-pool. This information is provided in another ‘surface’ of k-pool. The 
respective views show the status of all processes and the list of people having to perform the next tasks. 
 

   
Fig. 5: Examples of k-pool workflow engines: ad-hoc (left), planned in advance and pre-structured (right) 

 
Fig. 5, rightmost screen, presents an example for a structured process which has been designed and 

planned in detail in advance. This workflow is used to control the steps where people from the extranet or 
internet submit material for k-pool.  

 
7. Discussion, Adding Content and Links 
 

An important architectural feature of k-pool is to provide the virtual community with a variety of 
adapted functions to smoothly allow contextualization, suitable for a variety of context areas. Management of 
user discussions and threads have been well known from bulletin board systems and forum software for a 
long time. K-pool uses the underlying principles of posting and hierarchical threads. But, in k-pool they are 
confined to k-objects rather than embedded in the more open and unstructured way of forum systems. This 
approach allows flexible options of interaction in a virtual community. E.g. quite often it is necessary to 
‘freeze’ a k-object (i.e. a document) and prohibit further editing for all community members. In k-pool this 
can be controlled by digital signatures and associated verification and authentication functions. Very likely 
this ‘freezing’ is happening to content objects having a high importance or impact on the community 
interaction and thus invite for further future references. One type of reference is to add additional content to 
this k-object. This can be achieved by posting additional k-objects as appendices to the source object. The 
posting mechanism works recursively as shown in an example, fig. 7 part (1).  

In Lotus Notes, underlying k-pool, this kind of binding mechanism for objects can be achieved 
efficiently using ‘reply’ document types. The reply documents are anchored as siblings of the originating 
document. A powerful mechanism for context management is to ‘pull’ the sibling documents right in the 
middle of the content area of the originating parent document. Thus, based on Lotus Notes’ ‘embedded view’ 
mechanisms, additional content can be deliberately positioned and presented in the content area of the parent 
document. This allows for tighter contextualization as compared to separate list views, without destroying the 
integrity of the (possibly secured) parent document. The usage is for adding content and/or lead threaded 
discussions spawned by the content of the parent document. 

Another type of adding content to an unchangeable parent document is to add link reference documents as 
appendices. Again, this more or less obvious bookmarking feature excels with respect to architectural design 
and usage efficiency due to the tight integration of standard Lotus Notes mechanisms. A community member 
adding content to an existing document is guided by an agent to identify and select the link object with 
simple point-and-select features in the user interface. Fig. 7 shows two of these link objects. If link object 



‘Use Mail Template’ (2) is clicked, the target document is opened directly - as to be expected. It has to be 
kept in mind though: This bookmarking is strictly bound to the parent document, and bookmarks can be 
added as much as possible to the parent document without destroying the integrity of the parent document. 

 

 
Fig. 7: Adding content, discussion, link references bound to the content context of a parent k-object 

 
8. Conclusion and Acknowledments 
 

In this paper we have shown how k-pool provides essential functionalities for virtual communities in a 
versatile and effective fashion. K-pool uses a hybrid system approach in integrating features and components 
of a rather wide spectrum, e.g. community based management of documents and media, workflow, security,  
taxonomies, forum activities, functions for navigation, visualization, messaging, content objects, structures, 
or multi-category contextualization. We consider k-pool unique in its smooth and efficient integration of an 
abundant set of embedded functions otherwise dispersed over many separate systems.  

The k-pool system is based on IBM’s Lotus Notes/Domino and products from Pavone AG. On top of these 
middleware layers we have developed: GCC Web-access Interfaces, GCC GroupProcess System, GCC 
Topic-Map System, GCC Hyperbolic Tree System, GCC Glossary Management System, GCC Translation 
Service System. K-pool is currently in operational or experimental use at eight organizations, some 
academic, some businesses. A k-pool instance can be accessed for exploration publicly at http://gcc.upb.de. 

The author is grateful to the referees for their critical remarks and extraordinarily profound suggestions in 
improving this paper. Unfortunately, some of the subtleties brought about in their critical remarks deserve 
more space for thoughtful attention than is feasible for the limited presentation format of this publication. 
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